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Overview

During our fourth year of study at Polytech Grenoble, as INFO students, we managed to complete

a group project. Supervised by a tutor, we carry out all the steps of a project.

This report gathers all the work done during this project and can be used as a starting point to

continue this project.

All the documentation and code are available on the gitlab below :

https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/Projets-INFO4/20-21/18/
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INTRODUCTION

Context

The CampusIoT platform is a ‘Learn-by-doing’ platform for teaching Internet of Things

technologies and businesses. With its private LoRaWAN network and university fablabs,

CampusIoT accelerates the testing of Internet of Things application prototypes in the Grenoble

and Valence metropolitan areas.

Objective

The objective of the INFO4 2020-2021 project is to develop tools for monitoring the CampusIoT

platform.

These tools will be used :

● to alert administrators of object, gateway or server failures (and their return to normal).

● to alert the administrators of maintenance operations on the objects (change of object

battery for example).

● produce regular (HTML) reports giving metrics on gateways and objects of an

organization (including compact graphs like Sparkline).

Organisation

We used github/gitlab to manage our organization. Infact, we used issues in our project to give us

guidelines with tasks. We created a Milestone for our project; and we put issues on it.

Figure 1 : Example of issues in our project

Each Issue is a specific task of our project.
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Technologies

Scripts Bash (Curl  JQ)
curl is used in command lines or scripts to transfer data.

jq is a filter that allows you to manage data on json files.
doc : https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/Projets-INFO4/20-21/18/docs/-/blob/master/notice_curl_jq.md

CampusIoT Network Server’s REST API

ChirpStack Application Server provides an API interface that can be used for building

integration. Both interfaces provide exactly the same functionality.

link : https://lns.campusiot.imag.fr/api#/
doc : https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/Projets-INFO4/20-21/18/docs/-/blob/master/notice_api_rest.md

Mail PostFix

Allows you to send emails via a shell script. Your pc is used as a local server. We use

postfix for this.
doc : https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/Projets-INFO4/20-21/18/docs/-/blob/master/notice_mail_postfix.md

Sparkline

Allows to create mini-graphs to compact the data.

link : https://omnipotent.net/jquery.sparkline/#s-about

NodeRED

NodeRED is a graphical programming language for connecting different web services,

APIs or devices together. It provides a browser-based editor using a very wide range of nodes

making it quite simple and very intuitive to use. We use the data we are interested in that goes

through the Lora Gateway on NodeRed and make the transition to our InfluxDB database.

Grafana

Grafana is a practical and open source platform for monitoring, analyzing and visualizing

system data in real time. The objective of this solution is to easily and intuitively present a large

amount of data from different sources.

link : https://grafana.com/docs/grafana/latest/panels/queries/

https://blog.ruanbekker.com/cheatsheets/grafana/

InfluxDB

InfluxDB is a time series oriented database management system. It was designed to

manage time-stamped data.

link : https://air.imag.fr/index.php/InfluxDB

cheatsheet : https://github.com/CampusIoT/tutorial/blob/master/influxdb/influxdb_cheatsheet.md
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Docker
Docker is a software which allows you to test and deploy applications. Docker integrates

software into containers that collect all dependencies.

link : https://air.imag.fr/index.php/Docker

APPLICATION

Architecture of Reports folder

At the beginning of the project, there was no architecture in the project. We made one, it looks

like this :

Figure 2 : Architecture of Reports folder

The reports folder already had a simple architecture when we started the project. cron.sh was

calling generate_reports.sh , sendmail_reports.sh and mail_to_gateways_owners.sh.

generate_reports.sh was only using get_jwt.sh to get an access token, get_applications.sh,

get_devices.sh and get_gateways.sh. In order to do what we wanted and to still have a clear
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view of our code, we decided to create new files. Now get_gateways.sh is using not only

get_gateway.sh, but also get_gateway_stats.sh and get_id_gateways_change.sh.

get_devices.sh uses get_id_devices_changes.sh and change_url_orgaID.sh. To maintain a clear

code we decided to put every generated file into a data folder which is organized in 6 different

folders (applications, configuration, devices, gateways, generated_files, images and

organizations ).

We’ve managed to keep a simple architecture and organized even more the project by dividing

code files from generated files.

Development Reports

Here was an example of the HTML report at the beginning :

Figure 3 : Initial HTML report of gateways
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We implemented the Sparkline feature. We used the API REST of Network Server of CampusIoT

to recover statistics data of gateways. Then, we used JQuery Sparkline to display these graphs

on the report.

Figure 4 : The result of HTML report of gateways

You can also see that we change the unreadable time format for better understanding.

For the implementation of devices, we had a bug at the beginning because the actual code was

working if the user was admin on CampusIot. To get devices, we had to use the API by

recovering the organization and application to which the user belongs. Then we re-create the

devices json file from there.

We add another feature on the report which consists in adding a memory effect. It’s the delta

between passive and active gateways. We want to know if, compared to the last report, some

gateways turned on or off. We put a simple code color on this : If a gateway is green, then she

went from a passive to an active state. Otherwise the color code is red.

We implemented the Sparkline feature. We used the API REST of Network Server of CampusIoT

to recover statistics data of gateways. Then, we used JQuery Sparkline to display these graphs

on the report.
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Figure 5 : The result of HTML devices of gateways (with Memory Effect)

We managed at the end to send through emails, the html report with sparkline generated into. It

was a hard task because we cannot inject javascript on emails. We had to take an image of our

html page.
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Development Dashboard

Figure 6 : Dashboard Architecture

If we wanted to develop some new dashboards we had to understand how the 3 technologies

were working together. After learning how to use docker-compose (1 docker images for each

technology) and after getting every account login we could finally understand how those three

were working together. Finally NodeRED is asking Chirpstack for gateways and endpoints data

and sending them to an influxdb database. Grafana then requests this database and displays the

answer in a dashboard shape. Unfortunately we didn’t have time to create new dashboards

because report development took us more time than we thought. If we had time we would have

searched to display a duty cycle dashboard of gateways. We should have done a request to

Influxdb and some calculation (Time On Air).
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CONCLUSION

Review Issues

For the code :

During the project, on the Milestone “Version 2021”, we created 9 issues and we have done 58

commits.

40 files changed, 878 insertions(+), 185 deletions(-)
It might seem a few but we have mainly written shell scripts. This is a powerful language but not

easy to master.

For the documentation :

We have done 25 documentation commits. We have created 3 different documentations. We

made a technical doc through notices.

We are satisfied about our first uses of issues on github. This is an amazing tool to follow task

advancements. But we’ve lost rigor into the task following. We should have planned them earlier.

Discontinued Features

Duty Cycle on Grafana :

Duty cycle is the proportion of time during which a component, device, or system is operated.

The duty cycle can be expressed as a ratio or as a percentage. In Europe there is a 0.1% and 1.0%

duty cycle per day depending on the channel. To calculate the duty cycle of gateways, we had to

get the Time On Air ( amount of time before the receiver receives the signal ) but we didn’t find

any easy formula. There were only existing online calculators but with no explicit formula. We

decided to stop the research because we decided to focus on the report generating.

TTN Mapper :

TTN Mapper is an existing tool that lets us see on a map the Lora gateways. We wanted to do the

same with only gateways that were near from Saint-Martin-d’Heres campus. We decided to use

leaflet because one member of the group already tried it. But we’ve come to a problem that had

nothing to do with the map itself, we couldn’t read local files (for security reasons of course). We

wanted to read local files to get coordinates of gateways stored in JSON files, to pin them up on

the map. We lost a lot of time searching for solutions, only to reach the conclusion that it was

impossible (from a web point of view which we had at the moment). It could maybe have been

possible to read files using a scripting aspect but because we already had lost a lot of time we

decided to pause the research and focus on the main part of the project which was mail

reporting.
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Possible improvements

Sparkline :

Instead of taking a capture of the whole page html, take a picture of each sparkline graph and

replace it through the mail. It’s possible to send an email integrating images attachment into html

body. Indeed, we managed to get a result like this :

Figure 7 : Example of an email with images integrated on the html body

The hardest part is to capture each html sparkline element generated with javascript. All this

without having to open the page from the internet. This might be possible with javascript libraries

like html2canvas but we haven’t been able to go deeper into the subject.

What the project brought us

Overall, this project was very interesting. We understood even better how to use technologies

such as docker, npm, nodeJS, and the managing of JSON with shell script using JQ. It was a first

step into the Internet of Things world which is a technology that will be ubiquitous in the near

future. We also coded and well documented our work so that users could understand how to use

the report generator. Also, other developers would have the resources to take over certain

aspects of the project.
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